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An Interactive Method for
Processing and Display of
Sea-Surface Temperature Fields
Using VAS Multispectral Data
Abstract

A technique for interactively producing sea-surface temperatures
(SST) from VAS multispectral radiance observations and displaying
the derived field is outlined. High-resolution composite images using
data from several times per day and over a several-day period are
shown to illustrate how the technique is applied. The cloud-screening procedures are interactive so that they can be optimized to eliminate the effects of small clouds while still retrieving a sufficient
number of SSTs to permit analysis of mesoscale flow features. SSTimage products have been produced in real time at the University of
Wisconsin as part of the genesis of Atlantic lows experiment
(GALE) and as part of the NOAA operational VAS assessment
(NOVA) program.
1. Introduction

In the multispectral image (MSI) mode, the visible and infrared spin-scan radiometer atmospheric sounder (VAS) on
the geostationary operational environmental satellite (GOES)
spacecraft "views" upwelling earth radiance in the visible region, the 11.2-micron "atmospheric-window" region, and
any other two infrared channels it is capable of. For sea-surface-temperature (SST) determination the two other channels
are the 3.9-micron window region and the 12.6-micron watervapor-absorption channel. Bates and Smith (1985) detail the
procedure used originally to screen for cloudiness and to
derive a regression model relating the VAS infrared-windowchannel radiances tb coincident NOAA moored-buoy observations of SST during 1982. This regression relationship was
used to derive VAS-SST data sets that were evaluated as part
of the satellite-derived-SSTintercomparison workshops sponsored by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Njoku, 1985;
Njoku et al., 1985; NASA/JPL 1985). Monthly mean VAS
SST's on 2° X 2°-latitude-longitude bins compared to ship
of opportunity SSTs showed anomaly cross correlations of
0.40-0.49, standard deviations of 0.46-0.56°C, and satelliteminus-ship biases of0.48-0.98°C. These statistics are roughly
comparable, except for the VAS positive bias, to those for the
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NOAA operational MCSST product (McClain et al., 1985).
A second set of coincident VAS-buoy observations has been
used to derive a set of bias-corrected regression equations
given later in this paper.
As outlined by Bates and Smith (1985), the geostationary
satellite has several distinct advantages over the polar orbiter
for viewing SST variability. These advantages include the
high altitude of GOES, a feature that minimizes changes in
local satellite zenith angle when viewing a relatively large
area; and the geostationary orbit, a feature that permits the
earth to be viewed continuously, thereby increasing the
probability of obtaining cloud-free views of the ocean surface. The geostationary orbit also means that a given geographic area is observed time after time with the same viewing geometry and thus facilitates the production of composite
SST images. There are several disadvantages to the geostationary platform for obtaining SST estimates versus the
polar orbiter. These include a larger instantaneous field of
view (8-16 km versus 1-4 km) and a limited area of coverage
(±50° from the subpoint).
The major impediment to the use of all infrared data from
a satellite to study the evolution of mesoscale ocean-surface
thermal features is that cloud-free observations are required.
A presentation technique is needed that 1) selects cloud-free
observations; 2) preserves the full resolution of the original
data; 3) does not display any artificial information, as may
occur from an objective analysis across data-void areas; and
4) takes advantage of the more-conservative nature of ocean
thermal features as opposed to atmospheric thermal features. These criteria are similar to those outlined by Smith et
al., (1985) for the display of combined atmospheric sounding/cloud imagery. A technique was devised to 1) produce
8-km-resolution VAS-SST retrievals for each corresponding
infrared field of view; 2) put the SST values in an image format and unambiguously combine it with the cloud-top
temperature information provided by the VAS 11.2-micronwindow-channel radiance data; and 3) form a SST composite
image in a manner that discriminates between prior cloud information or SST information and the new SST information.
This technique and several examples generated on the mancomputer interactive data-access system (McIDAS) at the
4

In the MSI mode, the VAS simultaneously obtains data at 8 km in
the 11.2-micron "window channel*' and at 16 km in the 3.9 and 12.6micron window channels. The 16-km data is oversampled to produce an effective resolution of 8 km X 16 km. SST estimates from
these combined data have an effective resolution of 8 km.
4
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University of Wisconsin (Suomi et al., 1983) are illustrated
below.
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TABLE 1. Multiple linear regression of VAS window-channel
brightness temperatures against NOAA fixed-buoy SST statistics for
1983-1984|.

2. VAS multichannel SST coefficients

The systematic positive bias of VAS derived SSTs compared
to other estimates of SST in the NASA/JPL workshops was
examined by obtaining additional coincident pairs of VAS
radiances and NOAA moored-buoy SST observations in
1983 and 1984. These comparisons showed a VAS-SSTminus-buoy-SST bias of approximately 0.5°C using the empirical multichannel regression equations derived from 1982
data. Some of the VAS-buoy comparisons used in the 1982
regression statistics may have been unrepresentative of typical atmospheric conditions due to large amounts of stratospheric aerosols in the atmosphere during much of 1982
(Walton, 1984). The set of matches from 1983 and 1984 was
used to calculate a new set of VAS multichannel-regression
coefficients (Table 1). McMillin and Crosby (1984) discuss
similar multichannel-regression models for AVHRR data.
The VAS results show, as anticipated, that the VAS 3.9-micron
channel is the best single predictor of SST since it is least sensitive to atmospheric water vapor and the Planck function is
highly sensitive to temperature at this wavelength. A somewhat surprising result is that the VAS split-window-channel
equation (i.e., the 11.2 and 12.6-micron channels) is not as
good a predictor of SST as the 3.9-micron channel alone.
This result arises because the VAS 12.6-micron channel was
intended to serve as a low-level-moisture channel as well as a
surface-temperature channel. The VAS three-window-channel equation is the best predictor of SST, with a standard
error of the estimate of 0.84°C.
3. Interactive cloud screening options

Different investigators have suggested different cloud-detection criteria for screening infrared-window-channel data for
cloudiness. The operational MCSST product (McClain et al.,
1985) uses both daytime and nighttime data with different
cloud tests for each. The nighttime MCSST cloud tests include checks for large-scale cloudiness, high-resolution landsea tags, infrared-radiance uniformity, infrared-radiance
cloud thresholds, uniform low stratus, derived-SST consistency, and comparisons with climatology. Daytime MCSST
cloud tests include large-scale cloudiness, high-resolution
land-sea tags, reflected near-infrared uniformity, reflected
infrared-cloud threshold, and comparisons with climatology. After applying these tests only 9.7 percent of the nighttime data and only 1.5 percent of the daytime data remain.
Bernstein (1982) uses only daytime data and a procedure
called "bestpix" to screen for clouds. The "bestpix" screening procedure includes a 2 percent AVHRR band 2 threshold
and then uses the maximum 3.7-micron and 11-micron
brightness temperatures from a 30 X 30 pixel array to calculate a multichannel SST. After applying the bestpix procedure, less than 1 percent of the original data is retained. As an
alternative procedure, in order to study the evolution of
mesoscale flow features, Kelly (1985) has proposed adopting
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Standard Error
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(°K)
1.014
2.464
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0.932
1.378
0.836

tSubscripts on the brightness temperatures, T, represent the VAS
window-channel frequencies used.

less-restrictive threshold and temperature-uniformity tests
using only AVHRR channels 3 and 4 so that approximately
one-third of the data remain. The VAS cloud screening
procedure utilizes to some degree all the screening procedures discussed above, but is interactive so that the analyst
can choose which tests are most appropriate for the use and
region of interest.
Four categories of interactive data quality and cloud-screening procedures are available for use with VAS data: 1) a visiblealbedo threshold during daylight, 2) maximum and minimum thresholds on the infrared brightness temperatures, 3)
maximum and minimum thresholds on the infrared-brightness-temperature differences between any two of the infrared
channels or between the two window-channel (11.2 and 12.6
micron) VAS SST and the three window-channel (3.9, 11.2,
and 12.6 micron) VAS SST, and 4) spatial coherence of the
radiance fields for each channel. To calculate the visible
threshold, a guess albedo is supplied to the solar-insolation
program of Diak and Gautier (1983) and a visible-count
threshold, based on the geometry and physics, is established.
Four-kilometer-field-of-view visible data is colocated with
each eight-kilometer infrared field-of-view data to better detect broken-cloud fields and small-cloud elements. The
thresholds on the infrared-brightness temperatures and the
infrared-brightness-temperature differences follow the reasoning described by McClain et al., (1985). The concept of
using the spatial coherence of the radiance fields to identify
cloud-free pixels is described in more detail in Coakley and
Bretherton (1982) and Coakley and Baldwin (1984). In addition to these interactive screening tests, a gross-error check is
made on each infrared-brightness temperature to ensure that
it lies within reasonable upper and lower bounds (i.e., 180°
K < Tb < 350° K). Also, a high-resolution topography grid
is checked to ensure that no field of view is over land.
4. Applications of VAS SST images

Three different illustrative examples of the interactive production of VAS-SST images are included in this paper. The
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FIG . 1. VAS derived multispectral sea-surface temperatures in the northwest Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico for 1500 UTC, 1630 UTC, and
1930 UTC on 5 February 1986 and the updated composite image formed from the three images.

FIG. 2. VAS derived multispectral sea-surface temperatures in the northwest Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico for 1500 UTC on 5,6, and 7
February 1986 and the updated composite image for the three-day period.
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derived VAS SST always uses the three infrared-windowchannel algorithm. On the cover is a composite image of the
eastern equatorial Pacific produced from six nighttime images taken over the three-day period 1-3 November 1983. In
this region, reflected sunlight renders data from the VAS 3.9micron channel unusable for most of the daylight hours. This
channel is required, as discussed previously, for accurate
multichannel SST retrieval using VAS data. Thus, nighttime
data and only infrared-window-channel cloud tests, consisting of bounds on the observed and derived temperature differences between channels and spatial coherence thresholds,
were used (Bates, 1986). Each individual SST image is written into an 256-bit image area with the first 150 bits being the
derived SST at 0.2°C intervals from 4-34°C. The remaining
106 bits contain the 11.2-micron cloud top or land surface
temperature linearly stretched over the range from +47°C to
—59°C. On the video display, the image resolution is reduced
to 64 bits so that each color step in the image represents an
0.8°C change in the SST. The discriminate composite image
is formed by updating the prior SST image with the new derived SST values pixel by pixel where it is clear, but retaining
the past SST values where the new image is cloudy. Over land
the prior 11.2-micron brightness temperature is retained.
In the composite image on the cover, areas of persistent
cloudiness remain along 5°N in association with the intertropical convergence zone, and south of 10°S due to stratus
and stratocumulus cloudiness. The areas of coldest water are
found along the coast of South America south of 5°S and
along the equator extending west from the Galapagos Islands. Immediately west of the Galapagos, the coldest water
has the V-shaped appearance of a wake. Along the northern
edge of the cold equatorial water a sharp SST gradient,
known as the equatorialfront, is evident. The wave cusp on
the front that occurs just west of 120°W is of particular interest. These waves on the equatorial front were first noted in
single-channel infrared-window data by Legeckis (1978).
The ability to objectively monitor the absolute temperature
and evolution of these waves using VAS composite SST images will further our understanding of the physical processes
that are important in maintaining the heat balance in this
region.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the flexibility afforded by having
interactive cloud-screening options. These figures show the
individual images as well as the update or composite images
of the northwestern Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico produced in
real time for GALE. In this region in winter, there are large
gradients in SST over short distances so that spatial-coherence tests using infrared data during nighttime may erroneously flag clear data as cloudy. Since prior experience had
shown that nighttime results were seriously degraded without this test, only daytime data were analyzed so that the visible-albedo threshold could be applied. The other interactive
cloud-filter tests using the infrared-window-channel data
were not used.
Since the VAS instrument can view the earth many times
per day, daily composite images can often be useful when
cloud systems are moving or when there are large diurnal
cloudiness changes. On 5 February 1986 (Fig. 1) cloud systems over the region were active and the VAS composite SST
image gives an objective analysis of the mesoscale, ocean
thermal features, whereas on any single image an analyst
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would have to interpolate across the areas of cloudiness.
Care must be taken when using daytime data, however, because the image may be biased due to diurnal warming of the
upper ocean (Cornillon and Stramma, 1985). On this day
moderate winds were reported over the entire region, so that
one would not anticipate large diurnal heating. The sequence
of images throughout the day reveals that this is generally the
case as SST features can be clearly seen in the same areas
from one time to the next. Nevertheless, the waters in the
Gulf of Mexico loop current and in the warm eddy to the west
appear warmest in the 1930 UTC image. Since this is the most
recent image, it is retained in the composite image.
Figure 2 shows that over the three-day period 5-7 February 1986, a frontal cloud band moved across the southeast
United States and then stalled and began to dissipate off the
east coast with the cloud band trailing back into the Gulf of
Mexico. In any individual image mesoscale features such as
the areas of cooler shelf waters and the large SST gradients
associated with the edges of the Loop Current and Gulf
Stream are evident. A more-complete picture of the SST variability, however, is evident from the update or composite
image. The VAS composite SST image shows a unique large
scale view of the mesoscale thermal field of the Gulf of Mexico and the northwestern Atlantic Ocean. The same local
time in the morning has been chosen for analysis in order to
minimize the effect of diurnal heating of the upper layers of
the ocean.
5. Summary

A technique has been established for the production and display of SST fields from VAS multispectral image data. The
interactive nature of the analysis procedure allows researchers
the flexibility to tailor the cloud-screening options to a particular region of interest. The high temporal frequency of the
data and the geostationary orbit of the satellite permit efficient composite imaging using a series of images so that objective analysis through data-void areas is not required.
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announcements1
CAS/JSC Working Group on
Numerical Experimentation

There is considerable international activity in the development of
numerical models for the purpose of climate simulation and for forecasting on various times scales. In order to keep abreast of these activities and to foster the early interchange on information, the joint
Commission for Atmospheric Sciences/Joint Scientific Committee
(CAS/JSC) Working Group on Numerical Experimentation (WGNE)
invites scientists engaged in all aspects of model development, evaluation, and use related to the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) Programmes on Weather Prediction Research and the
WMO/International Council of Scientific Unions World Climate
Research Programme or to other numerical experimentation and investigation to submit a short report on their activities. Appropriate
reports will be published in the next issue of Research Activities in
Atmospheric and Oceanic Modelling, which is produced annually by
WGNE.
Reports of research activities, developments, and progress from
groups or individual scientists involved in numerical weather forecasting and/or climate modeling are sought. New research results or
findings should be particularly stressed. Pertinent areas of interest
include data-assimilation schemes, analysis, and initialization, data
impact studies, observing system experiments; basic dynamical and
computational studies; physical aspects including parameterization
methods for important atmospheric and surface processes; predictNotice of registration deadlines for meetings, workshops,
and seminars, deadlines for submission of abstracts or papers
to be presented at meetings, and deadlines for grants, proposals,
awards, nominations, and fellowships must be received at least
three months before deadline dates.—News Ed.
1

ability studies, sensitivity and impact experiments, response to external forcing; ocean and coupled ocean/atmosphere modeling;
validation and verification, diagnostic studies; and investigations
and/or experiments using FGGE, ALPEX, and other special data
sets.
Contributions should not exceed one typewritten page, unless
they include figures or tables. They must be on sheets of 21 X 28 centimeters or 8.5 X 1 inches with wide margins on all sides. Each contribution should have a title and should give the author's name and
affiliation. Sheets may be folded for mailing. A photographic reproduction process will be used.
Please mail your reports to George J. Boer, Atmospheric Environment Service, Canadian Climate Centre, 4905 Dufferin Street,
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4, before 31 July 1987. Approximately 700 copies of this publication will be circulated in October 1987.
meetings of interest

1-8 August 1987. The first TV Weathercaster Institute will be
held at Lyndon State College, Lyndonville, Vermont, on 1-8
August 1987. The institute, designed especially for television
weathercasters by the Lyndon State College Meteorology Department, features an intensive two-credit instructional program covering National Meteorological Center model use,
satellite interpretation, rain forecasting versus snow forecasting, and meteorological instruments. For further information,
contact the Office of Continuing Education, Lyndon State College, Lyndonville, Vermont 05851, telephone (802) 626-9770.
29 September-1 October 1987. The International Symposium
on Environmental Meteorology, supported by the German Meannouncements {continued on page 630)
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